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NOTE ON THE ISOMORPHISM PROBLEM FOR WEIGHTEDUNITARY OPERATORS ASSOCIATED WITH ANONSINGULAR AUTOMORPHISMBYK. FR�CZEK (Toru« and Warszawa) and M. WYSOKI�SKA (Toru«)Abstrat. We give a negative answer to a question put by Nadkarni: Let S be anergodi, onservative and nonsingular automorphism on (X̃,BX̃ , m). Consider the assoi-ated unitary operators on L2(X̃,BX̃ , m) given by ŨSf =
√

d(m ◦ S)/dm·(f ◦S) and ϕ·ŨS ,where ϕ is a oyle of modulus one. Does spetral isomorphism of these two operatorsimply that ϕ is a oboundary? To answer it negatively, we give an example whih arisesfrom an in�nite measure-preserving transformation with ountable Lebesgue spetrum.1. Question. Let (X̃,B
X̃

, m) be a standard probability Borel spae andlet S : (X̃,B
X̃

, m) → (X̃,B
X̃

, m) be an automorphism nonsingular withrespet to the measure m (i.e. m ◦ S ≡ m). Given a oyle ϕ : X̃ → S1 wede�ne two unitary operators ating on L2(X̃,B
X̃

, m):
ŨSf =

√
d(m ◦ S)/dm · (f ◦ S), Ṽϕ,Sf = ϕ · ŨSf.If ϕ is a oboundary then ŨS and Ṽϕ,S are spetrally isomorphi. Con-versely, if S is additionally ergodi and preserves the measure m then spetralisomorphism of ŨS and Ṽϕ,S implies that ϕ is a oboundary.The following question was put by M. G. Nadkarni in [4℄: Let S be an er-godi and onservative transformation, nonsingular with respet to m. Doesspetral isomorphism of ŨS and Ṽϕ,S imply that ϕ is a oboundary?The answer to this question is negative. First notie that it is su�ient togive a ounterexample in the family of in�nite measure-preserving automor-phisms. Namely, take an ergodi onservative in�nite measure-preservingautomorphism S : (X̃,B

X̃
, ̺) → (X̃,B

X̃
, ̺) (̺ is σ-�nite) with ountableLebesgue spetrum and a oyle ϕ : X̃ → S1 whih is not a oboundary andfor whih the Koopman operator USf = f ◦S, f ∈ L2(X̃,B

X̃
, ̺), and the or-2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 37A40, 37A30.Key words and phrases: weighted unitary operators, ountable Lebesgue spetrum,ylindrial transformations.Researh partially supported by Marie Curie �Transfer of Knowledge� program,projet MTKD-CT-2005-030042 (TODEQ).[201℄ © Instytut Matematyzny PAN, 2008
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responding weighted operator Vϕ,S = ϕ ·US are spetrally isomorphi. Thentake an arbitrary �nite measure m on B

X̃
equivalent to ̺, i.e. dm = Fd̺ for apositive funtion F ∈ L1(X̃,B

X̃
, ̺). Then S is ergodi, onservative and non-singular with respet to m and obviously ϕ is still not a oboundary. More-over, spetral isomorphism of US and Vϕ,S implies spetral isomorphism of

ŨS and Ṽϕ,S . Indeed, the operator W : L2(X̃,B
X̃

, m) → L2(X̃,B
X̃

, ̺) givenby Wf =
√

F · f establishes spetral isomorphism between ŨS and US , aswell as between Ṽϕ,S and Vϕ,S . Hene, any S and ϕ satisfying the aboveassumptions give a negative answer to the question onsidered.Reall that some examples of ergodi, onservative and in�nite measure-preserving transformations with ountable Lebesgue spetrum are providedby in�nite K-automorphisms (see [5℄). An example of suh an automorphismwas given in [1℄ (see Example 1). We next show that for any ergodi andonservative S with ountable Lebesgue spetrum we an �nd a oyle ϕwith the required properties.We will need some fats about L∞-eigenvalues of a nonsingular automor-phism. Reall that a omplex number γ is said to be an L∞-eigenvalue ofan ergodi and nonsingular automorphism S if there exists a nonzero fun-tion g ∈ L∞(X̃,B
X̃

, m) suh that g(Sx) = γg(x) m-a.e. The group of all
L∞-eigenvalues, denoted by e(S), is a subgroup of the irle group S1. More-over, it was proved in [2℄ that if S is onservative and ergodi then e(S) ( S1.Therefore if S : (X̃,B

X̃
, m) → (X̃,B

X̃
, m) is onservative and ergodi thenthe onstant oyle ϕ : X̃ → S1 given by ϕ ≡ a ∈ S1 \ e(S) is not aoboundary. Indeed, if a = ξ(Sx)/ξ(x) for a measurable funtion ξ : X̃ → S1then a ∈ e(S) (sine ξ ∈ L∞(X̃,B

X̃
, m)). Moreover, if the operator US hasountable Lebesgue spetrum then the spetrum of Va,S is also ountableLebesgue, hene US and Va,S are spetrally isomorphi. Indeed, for an arbi-trary g ∈ L2(X̃,B

X̃
, m) we get the following onnetion between its spetralmeasures with respet to both operators onsidered: σg,Va,S

= δa ∗ σg,S , andthe yli subspaes generated by g with respet to both operators oinide.Now the question is whether it is possible to �nd a nononstant, forinstane with integral zero, oyle ϕ with the required properties.2. Remarks on examples arising from ylindrial transforma-tions. We now show another way of �nding in�nite measure-preservingtransformations with ountable Lebesgue spetrum. This approah givessome examples of suh systems whih have zero entropy, unlike K-auto-morphisms. Namely, we will study the so-alled ylindrial transformations.For a given automorphism T of a standard probability Borel spae (X,B, µ)and a real oyle f : X → R we de�ne a ylindrial automorphism of
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(X × R,B ⊗ BR, µ ⊗ λR) (λR stands for Lebesgue measure) by
Tf (x, r) = (Tx, r + f(x)).Suh an automorphism preserves the (in�nite) measure µ ⊗ λR. Moreover,sine µ⊗λR is nonatomi, the ergodiity of Tf implies its onservativity. Themaximal spetral type of Tf is stritly onneted with the maximal spetraltypes σV

e2πicf ,T
of the operators Ve2πicf ,T : L2(X,B, µ) → L2(X,B, µ), c 6= 0,and with the maximal spetral type σΣ of the translation Σ = (Σt)t∈R on

(R,BR, λR) given by Σtr = r + t. Reall that the R-ation Σ has Lebesguespetrum on L2(R,BR, λR). Moreover, similarly to [3℄ (see also Lemmas 1and 2 in [6℄), the following result holds.Lemma 1. The maximal spetral type of Tf on L2(X×R,B⊗BR, µ⊗λR)is given by
σTf

≡
\
R

σV
e2πicf ,T

dσΣ(c),

and for an arbitrary h ∈ L2(R, λR) the maximal spetral type of Tf on
L2(X, µ) ⊗ Z(h), where Z(h) = span{h ◦ Σt : t ∈ R}, is given by

σTf |L2(X,µ)⊗Z(h)
≡
\
R

σV
e2πicf ,T

dσh,Σ(c).

Now, if we ould �nd f and T suh that eah Ve2πicf ,T , c 6= 0, has Lebesguespetrum on L2(X,B, µ) then by Lemma 1, Tf has ountable Lebesgue spe-trum on L2(X × R,B ⊗ BR, µ ⊗ λR).Suppose that Tx = x + α is an irrational rotation on (R/Z, µ), where
µ stands for Lebesgue measure on R/Z and the sequene of arithmetialmeans of partial quotients of α is bounded. Consider oyles f : R/Z → Rwith pieewise ontinuous seond derivative suh that f ′ has �nitely manydisontinuity points for whih the one-sided limits exist with at least oneequal to in�nity and f ′(x) > 0 for all x ∈ R/Z. It was shown in [6℄ thatfor suh funtions f the operators Ve2πicf ,T , c 6= 0, have Lebesgue spetrum.However, we do not know if Tf is ergodi for this lass of oyles.Nevertheless, we are able to give an example of ergodi ylindrial trans-formation with ountable Lebesgue spetrum. Namely, take as T a Gaussianautomorphism on (RZ,BRZ , µG). Assume that the proess (Πn)n∈Z of proje-tions on the nth oordinate is independent and the distribution ν of Π0 is aentered Gaussian distribution on R (so in fat T is a Bernoulli system). Put
f = Π0 : RZ → R. Then TΠ0

preserves the measure µG ⊗ λR and is ergodi,beause TΠ0
is a random walk on R with transition probability determinedby ν. Moreover, for eah c 6= 0 the operator Ve2πicΠ0 ,T has Lebesgue spetrumon L2(RZ,BRZ , µG).
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We thank Professor M. Lema«zyk for many remarks and disussions onthe subjet.
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